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Optofluidic microcavities are integrated elements of microfluidics that can be ex-
plored for a large variety of applications. In this review, we first introduce the
physics basis of optical microcavities and microflow control. Then, we describe
four types of optofluidic dye lasers developed so far based on both simple and
advanced device fabrication technologies. To illustrate the application potential of
such devices, we present two types of laser intracavity measurements for chemical
solution and single cell analyses. In addition, the possibility of single molecule
detection is discussed. All these recent achievements demonstrated the great impor-
tance of the topics in biology and several other disciplines. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3499949�

I. INTRODUCTION

Light standing waves can be formed in an optical cavity at certain frequencies due to specular
multireflections. Because of the light confinement, the interaction of light with matters inside the
cavity can be much enhanced and the resonant cavity modes can be extremely sharp. These two
properties have led to the invention of lasers and high accuracy instruments such as interferom-
eters. At microscales, optical cavities can be easily produced and integrated in various microsys-
tems. If the fabrication quality is sufficiently high, the cavity systems can be explored in the study
of quantum electrodynamics as well as advanced optoelectronic devices.1,2

Optofluidic microcavities can be designed based on physics of optics and microfluidics,3,4

taking into account the availability of micro- and nanofabrication technologies.5 Similar to the
more conventional systems, optofluidic microcavities are used for light manipulation. Of particular
interest is to produce dye laser sources on a chip for several reasons. First, different types of
organic dye molecules are available, which cover a broad range of laser emission wavelengths.6

Second, by changing the dye types and/or dye concentration with microfluidics, the laser emission
wavelength can be tuned with high precision. Indeed, microfluidic devices allow manipulating
solutions with high spatial and temporal resolution.7 The integration of optical cavities into mi-
crofluidic devices provides unique combination to address the high sensitivity detection problems.
For example, they could be used for laser intracavity absorption measurements of very small
volume and low concentration samples.8 Finally, the dimension of optofluidic microcavities can be
sufficiently small and integrated for the mass fabrication of compact and portable devices. There-
fore, they hold high potential in applications for biosensing and high throughput screening, which
are generally required in biomedical research, drug discovery, and clinical diagnosis.

The concept of optofluidics has been founded less than 10 years ago. In 2003, Kristensen et
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al.9 proposed the first optofluidic dye laser based on the general concept of microfluidics. To
obtain a Fabry–Pérot cavity, they fabricated two gold coated surfaces, one placed on the top and
another on the bottom of a 10 �m deep and 1 mm wide microfluidic channel. When a dye
solution �Rhodamine-6G in ethanol� was injected in and pumped with a pulsed Nd:yttrium alu-
minum garnet �YAG� laser at 532 nm, a laser emission at 570 nm could be observed. By using the
simple soft lithography processes,10 Chen et al.11–13 fabricated a variety of optofluidic elements
such as lenses, prisms, couplers, and beam splitters. They also demonstrated the liquid core
waveguides with integrated optical fibers for efficient light coupling and spectroscopic analyses of
reactive biomolecules. By using the property of laminar flow in microfluidics, Whitesides et al.14

created high quality liquid core waveguides by using two liquids of different refractive indices.
Finally, in Summer 2004, a collaborative project has been launched in the USA as a milestone of
optofluidics.15 Afterward, many optofluidic devices could be studied for the purposes of either
micro-optic engineering or bioapplications. The early research activities were then reviewed by
Psaltis et al. in 2006 �Ref. 16� and Monat et al. in 2007.17 More systematic description of the
topics can now be found in a recent book edited by Fainman et al.18

In this review, we focus on optofluidic dye lasers and some potential applications of optoflu-
idic microcavities in chemistry and biology. Based on our own research works and previous
presentations,15–19 we try to provide a more consistent description of the subject with an enlarged
view on the historical development as well as cross-disciplinary perspectives. The paper is orga-
nized as follows. First, we introduce in Sec. II physics essentials of optofluidic microcavities. In
Sec. III, we review different types of optofluidic dye lasers. Then, we present in Sec. IV a few of
typical applications in optofluidics. Finally, we discuss some future directions in Sec. V.

II. PHYSICS OF OPTOFLUIDIC MICROCAVITIES

The physics of optofluidic microcavities relies on both physics of optical cavities and that of
microflow control. The physics of optical cavities as well as their advanced applications can be
found in many text books.1,2,20,21 The physics of microflow control is essentially the same of that
in fluid mechanics under small Reynolds number conditions.3,4 In such a case, the laminar flow is
dominant, and the calculation of flow velocity is relatively simple. However, because of the much
increased surface-to-volume ratio, surface effects become important. Considerable efforts were
also devoted to investigations such as droplet generation, hydrodynamic focusing, wetting, elec-
trowetting, and electro-osmotic and electrokinetic pumping as well as transportation through nano-
pores and nanochannels. All these effects critically depend on the surface properties of the con-
struction or coating materials of micro and nanofluidic channels.

A. Physics of optical or optofluidic microcavities

Optical microcavities can be made or operated with or without using fluids. When an optical
microcavity is partially or fully filled of a fluid, it can be considered as an optofluidic element or
optofluidic microcavity. Alternatively, an optical microcavity submerged in a microflow can also
be considered an optofluidic system because of the possibility of dynamically manipulating the
surrounding medium of the cavity. Accordingly, optofluidic microcavities can be classified broadly
into two categories: cavity containing fluid and cavity in fluid.

The form of the cavity can be very different, ranging from thin layer slabs, liquid droplets, and
solid microspheres to more laboriously engineered microrings, microdisks, and microtoroids.1,2

The mirrors of the cavity can be made of liquid-air, liquid-solid, or solid-air interfaces as well as
high reflection metallic layers, dielectric multilayers, or periodic three-dimensional structures. In
particular, Bragg gratings and photonic band structures are now widely used for light confinements
and accurate manipulation of optical waves. Without going into much detail, we review some
simple formulations by considering two types of cavity structures: one relying on back-and-
forward multireflection and the other relying on recycling total internal reflection.

In the case of back-and-forward multireflection in a slab cavity �Fabry–Pérot etalon�, standing
waves can be formed for the wavelengths defined by
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m� = 2nL, m = 1,2,3 . . . , �1�

where � is the wavelength, L is the cavity length, and n the refractive index of the cavity medium.
The free spectra range �FSR� is defined by the wavelength difference between two neighbor
modes, i.e.,

��FSR = �2/2nL . �2�

The transmission spectrum of the slab cavity can be calculated analytically or numerically by
using the matrix transfer method.20 Then, the finesse �F=��FSR /��� and the quality factor �Q� of
the cavity can be deduced, �� being defined as the full width at half maximum �FWHM� of the
transition peaks, which depends on the quality of reflecting mirrors and the quality of the etalon.
For Lorentzian peaks, Q=� /��.

For a cavity of n=1.5 and L=0.2 �m, the first order cavity mode occurs at �=0.6 �m with
��FSR=0.6 �m. If Q=102, ��=6 nm. Using the same parameters except L=20 �m, we obtain
��FSR=6 nm, which is still in the limit the spectral resolution of the cavity.

A ring cavity can be formed with more than two mirrors in which light propagation is
unidirectional. In particular, the total internal reflection in a spherical cavity leads to the so-called
Whispering Gallery modes, defined by

m� � 2�nR, m = 1,2,3 . . . , �3�

��FSR = �2/2n�R , �4�

where R is the radius of the sphere. Similarly, other cavity parameters can be defined or calculated.
Bragg gratings are made of periodic dielectric layers with a quarter � effective thickness for

each layer. The center wavelength of its high reflection or stop band is defined by

m�/2 = n1L1 + n2L2, m = 1,2,3 . . . , �5�

where n1�n2� and L1�L2� are, respectively, the refractive index and thickness of layer 1�2�. The
reflection power and the stop bandwidth of Bragg mirrors increase with the total number and the
refractive index contrast of the two types of dielectric layers. A numerical calculation of Bragg
refection can be easily performed by using again the matrix transfer method.20

In the case of Fabry–Pérot etalon, the energy output can be controlled by regulating the
reflection power of one of the mirrors or by other means. For ring cavities, the energy output can
be regulated by evanescent wave coupling of the ring with a waveguide. The coupling efficiency
between the ring cavity and the waveguide can be calculated using the matrix transfer method
described in Ref. 22. More generally, the cavity modes of all coupled systems including photonic
crystals can be numerically determined based on Maxwell equations.20–22

The electronic states of the cavity medium can be uniformly or partially active or excitable.
Under resonance conditions, light-matter interaction can be strongly enhanced so that quantum
electrodynamic effects become observable including laser emission, Rabi splitting, quantum en-
tanglement, polariton condensation, etc. The coupling efficiency between a cavity mode and an
electron state can be calculated based on Maxwell equations taking into account the contribution
and the specificity of the resonant electron states.23–28

B. Physics of microflow control

In fluid mechanics, the Navier–Stokes equation is used to determinate the fluidic motions,3,4

��� �v
�t

+ v . �	v
 = fext − �p + ��v , �6�

where � and � are, respectively, the density and the viscosity of the liquid, v is the velocity, p is
the pressure, and fext the contribution of applied forces.
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Let us first consider a pressure driven liquid motion. In the absence of external forces �fext

=0� and under the condition of small Reynolds number �Re= ���v ·��v� / ���v���UL /�� and
noncompressive liquid �� ·v=0�, U and L being typical velocity and length scales, the Navier–
Stokes equation becomes

��v = �p . �7�

For a cylindrical channel of inner diameter R and length l, which is filled of a fluid subjected
to a pressure difference �p between the two ends, Eq. �7� can be solved with the boundary
condition v�R�=0, giving a parabolic speed distribution �Poiseuille law�,

v�r� =
�p

4�l
�R2 − r2� , �8�

where r is the distance to the center of the channel. From Eq. �8�, one can also calculate the
average velocity and the flow rate for a given set of parameters.

Alternatively, the liquid motion can be driven by applying an electric field along the channel.
The motion is then called electro-osmotic, which can be understood as follows. At the interface,
the interaction between the charges in solid and those in liquid results in a charged double layer at
the surface of the microchannel wall, one fixed and another mobile under applied electric field.
Because of the viscosity of the liquid, this motion is global and proportional to the electric field
strength, i.e.,

Veo = �eoE , �9�

where �eo=�D	0 /� is called the electro-osmotic mobility, 	0 being the surface charge density and
�D= �
wkBT /2n0e2�1/2 being the Debye length of the double layer, which can be calculated using
the Poisson’s equation,

�� = − �/
w, �10�

where �=e�n+−n+� and n�=n0 exp�e� /kBT�, 
w being the permittivity of the solution, kB being
the Boltzmann constant, and T being the temperature. Unlike the pressure driven flow, the electro-
osmotic flow is much more homogeneous in speed distribution, with the exception in the region
closed to the wall.

Both pressure and electro-osmotic forces are frequently used to control the motion of micro-
flows. However, some other methods such as capillary and electrocapillary forces, electrowetting,
electrokinetic pumping, piezoelectric or acoustic pumping, thermogradient, etc. can all be used for
microflow motion control in optofluidic experiments.

III. OPTOFLUIDIC DYE LASERS

So far, most of the investigations on optofluidic dye lasers were developed with Rhodamine
6G dye molecules in ethanol as gain medium flowing in microfluidic cavities. When pumped
above threshold with Nd:YAG laser pulses �532 nm, 0.5 ns, 5 kHz�, dye laser emission around 570
nm can be observed. To avoid photobleaching, the dye solution has to be circulated at a typical
flow rate of 5 mm/s.

The electron states of Rhodamine 6G in the frequency region of interest can be schematically
represented by three energy bands: S0, S1, �singlet ground and first excited states� and T1 �triplet
first excited states�.6 Pumping electrons from S0 to S1 leads to a high population of T1 band
because of the fast relaxation �nanosecond� from S1 to T1, whereas T1 states are metastable but
with a much longer decay time �millisecond� from T1 to S0, unless stimulated. Above the laser
threshold, the high population in T1 is maintained and the gain is larger than the loss of the whole
system so that light amplification stimulated emitting radiation �laser� occurs.

Experimentally, optofluidic dye lasers can be made for in-plane or out-plane emission. Al-
though the out-plane configuration demonstrated by Kristensen et al.9 can be used for some
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applications, it is obvious that the in-plane configuration has more advantages in term of device
integration. Moreover, soft lithography10 allows easy monolithic processing with polydimethylsi-
loxane �PDMS�. To begin with, Chen et al. proposed a laser cavity simply formed with two
end-facet gold coated optical fibers.29–33 Such a device configuration allows not only an efficient
light coupling but also an easy microfluidic manipulation. Vezenov et al. reported an optofluidic
dye laser based on liquid-liquid waveguide and a long optical cavity.34 By using soft lithography
techniques, Balslev and Kristensen35 realized 130th Bragg grating for mirror reflection. Then, Li et
al. succeeded in single mode operation by using 15th and then fifth order distributed feedback
structure.36,37 Lower order Bragg gratings were fabricated by soft UV nanoimprint38 and thermal
nanoimprint39,40 lithography techniques. In addition, Gerborg–Hansen and Kristensen41 and Song
et al.,42 respectively, used more conventional lithography techniques �electron beam lithography
and optical lithography� to demonstrate dye lasers with evanescent wave coupling with regular or
circular Bragg mirrors. Note that the high resolution patterning achieved by Peroz et al.38 and
Vannahme et al.39,40 is a low cost and high throughput technique, which can be applied to indus-
trial manufacturing and the fabrication of many other types of nanophotonic structures, including
Bragg gratings, photonic crystals, and nanoplasmonic patterns.43–45 This technique is also com-
patible to more conventional patterning techniques, allowing easy fabrication of multilevel devices
with fine alignment.46–49 Alternatively, nanoembossing techniques can be used for production of
all plastic devices.50

A. Optical fiber based microcavity

Light coupling into microfluidic devices is challenging because of the requirement of high
coupling efficiency, high mechanic stability, and high signal-to-noise ratio. One solution is inte-
grating optical fibers directly into microfluidic channels. By using two aligned optical fibers of
125 �m diameter with a separation distance of 100 �m perpendicular to a channel of dye solu-
tion, many applications could be developed11–13,29–34,51,52 �Fig. 1�a��.

The microcavity mirrors can be obtained by depositing 20 nm Ti and 100–300 nm Au film
directly on the end of the two cleaved fibers. Then, they can be integrated into a microfluidic
device fabricated by soft lithography. In order to obtain a better insertion of the two optical fibers,
a fiber was embedded in the SU8 resist mold �Fig. 1�b��, which could be fabricated by first fixing
the fiber on a silicon substrate �with two adhesive types� and then processing the conventional
photolithography with SU8 resist. After casting, curing, and separation of PDMS layer, the two
metalized fibers were inserted, and connection holes were punches before thermal bonding on a
glass substrate. With a dye solution of Rhodamine 6G pumped at 532 nm, optical cavity modes
and laser emission could be observed below and above laser threshold �Fig. 2�. Changing the type
of dye molecules leads to the change of the laser emission wavelength. By using a mixture of two

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic of an optofluidic microcavity with a microfluidic channel �yellow� passing through the cavity
between two optical fibers with gold coated end-facets �Ref. 30� and �b� SEM image of a mold obtained by photolithog-
raphy with an embedded optical fiber �Ref. 32�.
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types of dye molecules, i.e., Rhodamine 6G and surforhodamine 101, in ethanol, collinear dual-
color �yellow and red� laser emission could be obtained, showing a clear correlation of the laser
intensity of the two peaks.

B. Bragg grating based microcavity

Distributed feedback �DFB� dye lasers use Bragg gratings for single mode operation. By using
conventional soft lithography, high order Bragg mirrors could be produced.34–36 Figure 3 shows a
phase shifted 15th order DFB structure �period of 3 �m and length of 8 mm� coupled to a liquid
core wave guide of single transverse mode.37 When pumped with 6 ns, 532 nm laser pulses, laser
emission with a linewidth of 0.21 nm was observed above a threshold of 0.8 mJ /cm2.

To decrease the size and the scattering loss of the device, lower order optofluidic DFB dye
lasers were fabricated by soft UV or thermal nanoimprint lithography38–40 or more conventional
lithography techniques.41 As mentioned above, soft UV and thermal nanoimprint lithography has
a clear advantage of low cost and high throughput. In soft UV nanoimprint lithography, a PDMS
stamp was replicated from a master defined by electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching
techniques. Then, it was used for imprinting a photo curable resist spin coated on a substrate. After
UV exposure, the imprinted structure was transferred into the substrate by lift-off and reactive ion
etching. With a bilayer resist process, high aspect ratio and low order Bragg gratings could be
produced on glass substrates. Afterward, a PDMS layer with microfluidic channels was aligned
and bonded on Bragg grating substrate. Figure 4�a� shows a 400 nm half pitch Bragg grating �third
order� etched into a fused silica �n=1.46� with an etch depth of 2.8 �m. According to the Schur
recursive algorithm,53 the third resonant wavelength should be 535 nm with a bandwidth of about
40 nm. Taking into account the emission properties of Rhodamine 6G in the range of 500–650 nm,
a laser emission at wavelength 555 nm could be expected. Two third Bragg gratings were pat-
terned with a separation of 100 �m, one covering an area of 250�250 �m2 �higher reflector�

FIG. 2. �a� Photoluminescence of Rhodamine 6G confined in a microcavity and calculated cavity modes �Ref. 12� and �b�
emission spectrum of a typical optofluidic dye laser pumped above laser threshold �Ref. 33�.

FIG. 3. �a� Schematic of optofluidic dye laser for single mode operation and �b� SEM image of a 15th order Bragg grating
with a phase shifter obtained by soft lithography �Ref. 36�.
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and another of 250�200 �m2 �lower reflector�. When pumped with a pulsed Nd:YAG laser �532
nm, 0.5 ns and 10 kHz�, laser emission was obtained at a threshold of 12 �J /mm2. More recently,
Vannahme et al. fabricated the first order Bragg gratings in thin layers of cyclic olefin copolymer
by thermal nanoimprint, allowing observation of laser emission peaks with Pyrromethene 597 in
benzyl alcohol as dye solution.39 These authors also used the same technique to replicate the first
order Bragg gratings in polymethyl methacrylate for solid state lasers.40

Finally, Song et al.42 demonstrated an optofluidic dye laser with an embedded circular DFB
grating �Fig. 4�b��. The dye solution above the solid DFB grating also acts as the cladding layer.
With R6G dye solution, single mode operation is obtained at 571 nm with a pumping threshold of
9.5 �J /pulse. In such a configuration, the laser mode is confined within the grating, and the
optical gain is due to evanescent coupling of the laser mode with the fluids so that a wide range of
fluid refractive indices �even lower than PDMS� can be used for stable and narrow-linewidth laser
emissions.

C. Microring cavities

Optofluidic ring lasers can also be fabricated by monolithic processes of PDMS. Different
types of ring cavities were designed based on the principle of the one-way total internal reflection.
Galas et al. patterned a microring cavity with four air-in-PDMS mirrors. By injecting a low
refractive index liquid �ethanol� into one of the air chambers, dye laser emission could be coupled
into a waveguide for output recording.54 By adding a second microfluidic layer, the dye flow could
be controlled with integrated valves, pumps, and mixers. The fluorescence and laser spectra were
recorded as a function of pumping energy density. At a R6G concentration of 0.01 mol/L and a
flow velocity of 5 mm/s, a laser threshold of 15 �J /mm2 was demonstrated with a full linewidth
at half maximum of about 6 nm �Fig. 2�b��.

Figure 5 shows a single mode liquid core microring structure of 300 �m diameter coupled

FIG. 4. �a� SEM pictures of a third order Bragg grating for a distributed feedback dye laser operating at 570 nm �Ref. 38�
and �b� SEM image of a circular grating for optofluidic evanescent dye laser operation �Ref. 42�.

FIG. 5. �a� Schematic of an optofluidic dye laser with microring cavity and �b� microphotograph of a microring cavity
coupled to a single mode waveguide in PDMS �Ref. 55�.
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with a waveguide of 2�3 �m2 cross-section.55 Such a device was obtained also by monolithic
casting of PDMS. When filled with a Rhodamine 6G dye solution and pumped with a 532 nm
Nd:YAG laser, a laser threshold of 9.2 nJ could be demonstrated due to small size of the ring
cavity.

Alternatively, polished fiber prisms and tapered optical fibers were both used to directionally
couple out the laser emission.56 Here, the microring was obtained by drawing fused silica preform,
resulting in an outer diameter of 75 �m and a wall thickness of 5 �m. The fiber prisms were
fabricated by angled polishing �15°� a 200 �m multimode fiber, and the tapered fibers were
obtained by pulling multimode optical fibers under intense heat to reach a minimum diameter of
3 �m. Afterward, the fiber prisms or tapered fibers were placed close to the microring and fixed
by PDMS casting and curing at 70° for 2 h. As results, the system provided a Q-factor larger than
106 and a laser threshold less than 1 �J /mm2. By fusing an optical fiber �125 �m� on the inner
surface of a glass capillary �900 �m inner diameter� serving as a fluidic channel, the same group
has shown laser oscillation with a threshold of 7 �J /mm2 per pulse.57

D. Tunable dye lasers

The laser emissions can be modified by changing optofluidic microcavity parameters. For
small range tuning, dynamic changing of the dye concentration should be easy with integrated
micro-valves and pumps.54 Alternatively, mechanic tuning could be possible by stretching or
compressing optofluidic microcavities due to the small Young’s modules of PDMS. This was
demonstrated with an integrated PDMS-air gap etalon controlled by air pressure. In such a device,
the dye laser microcavity is enclosed by two air chambers, one with a tilted mirror and another
having two parallel PDMS/air interfaces for pneumatic tuning of the mirror reflection properties.
A tuning range of 14 nm could then be achieved in the pressure range of 2–30 psi.58

For a larger range wavelength “tuning,” it is more appropriate to use several types of dye
molecules on the same chip. By using a mixture of R6G and Rhodamine 101 for example,
multicolor laser emission could be obtained for a wavelength range of 60 nm.59 The integration of
multiple DFB dye lasers on the same device could also be possible to have a few emission
wavelengths.37 Alternatively, one should be able to manipulate dye solutions with integrated
valves and pumps so that a large range wavelength tuning of laser emissions should be possible for
sensing and spectroscopic applications.

In microfluidics, considerable efforts were devoted for the generation and manipulation of
droplets in microfluidic channels. Because of the surface energy minimization, the interface be-
tween droplets and carrier fluids should be optically smooth, providing ideal cavity model for laser
at whispering gallery modes if the refractive index of the droplet is higher than that of the carrier
liquid. By generating a train of alternating droplets containing solutions of different dyes in a
microfluidic channel, Tang et al. demonstrated such a dye laser with multicolors in the range
between 580 and 680 nm at a switching frequency of up to 3.6 kHz �Fig. 6�.60 Such a device is
believed to be useful for a variety of applications such as on-chip spectroscopy and flow cytom-
etry.

Finally, the emission intensity of optofluidic dye lasers can also be tuned with integrated
microfluidic elements. For example, by using hydrodynamic focusing technique and a dye solution
as either focusing flow or focused flow, the stream bandwidth of dye flow and the laser emission
intensity could be tuned dynamically with changing pressure in the three stream system.31

IV. BIOSENSOR APPLICATIONS

The application efforts of microfluidics have been mainly devoted to life sciences.61–65 It is
known that high sensitivity biosensing of single molecules and single cells are still challenging in
terms of both tool development and application suitability. Among many interesting topics, inves-
tigations on stem cells including embryonic stem cells, induced pluripotent stem cells, and other
tissues stem cells are of primary importance. Optofluidic microcavities and other microfluidic
methods are certainly helpful for the improvement of our understanding on how cell processes are
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programmed and how they can be regulated or reprogrammed. Since these problems are also
related to cancer development and aging issues, the im portance of such an application should
never be overestimated. In principle, each type of cells and each cell at different phase of a cell
cycle should have specific optical response to electromagnetic waves. Optofluidic microcavities
provide unique solutions for diagnosis because of the resonant interaction and enhanced nonlinear
effects. Therefore, they can be used to largely improve the performances of cell sorting as well as
high throughput screening cell assays. Similarly, they can be used for a better identification of cell
factors without biomarkers and a higher detection sensitivity of DNA or protein microarrays. Up
to date, however, optofluidic microcavities have not yet been successfully implemented for prac-
tical uses but the reported demonstrations clearly showed a high potential for the future applica-
tions.

A. Analyses of chemical and biochemical solutions

The laser emission is highly sensitive to changes in absorption, scattering, refractive index, or
other types of perturbations inside the laser cavity. In particular, the laser output becomes ex-
tremely sensitive to the change of the gain efficiency when the excitation intensity is slightly
above the pumping threshold. Then, laser intracavity detection can be applied for much increased
sensitivity.8

Figure 7�a� shows a microphotograph of the device in which two microfluidic channels are
patterned inside a cavity formed by two gold coated optical fibers. In one of the channels, a dye
molecule solution is injected as liquid gain medium. In another channel, a nanoliter sample
solution can be injected for high sensitivity detection. To evaluate the performance of this method,
methylene blue dye dissolved in water was injected into the sample channel. Figure 7�b� displays
the intensity ratio of the dye laser output �full squares� as a function of absorbent concentration at
a constant pumping power �38 �J /mm2�. As expected, a much enhanced detection capability with
a low concentration down to 10−6 mol / l could be demonstrated.

In Fig. 7�b�, the results of the numerical calculation are also plotted for both laser intracavity
absorption �dashed line� and conventional single pass absorption �solid line�. The Beer–Lambert
law was used to calculate the single pass absorption, i.e.,

FIG. 6. �a� Microphotograph of droplet microcavities containing alternatively two types of dye solutions generated in a
microfluidic channel and �b� corresponding dye laser spectra recorded in the range between 500 and 700 nm at switching
frequency up to 3.6 kHz �Ref. 60�.
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I = I0 exp�− �LaC� , �11�

where I0 and I are, respectively, the light intensity before and after passing the sample solution, La

is the optical path length, and � and C are, respectively, the absorption coefficient and the con-
centration of the absorbent molecules. The solid line was obtained with ��28 000 l M−1 cm−1

and La=150 �m.
The same parameters were used for laser intracavity absorption, taking into account the gain

and the absorbent of the system. The gain of the system can be expressed by

G = gLg = g0Lg/�1 + I/Is� , �12�

where Lg is the length of the gain medium, g0 is the gain under the weak excitation limit, and I and
Is are, respectively, the intensity and the saturated intensity inside the cavity. The loss of the
system is expressed by

P = �LaC + p , �13�

where �LaC is the contribution of the absorbent solution, p denotes the conventional loss of the
cavity without the sample, which is given by p=−0.5 ln�R1R2�, where R1 and R2 being the reflec-
tion coefficients of the two mirrors. At equilibrium, the following equation can be deduced:

I�C�
I�0�

= 1 − �LaC
g0Lg

�g0Lg − p���LaC + p�
. �14�

Numerical results �dashed line� plotted in Fig. 7�b� are obtained using the flowing parameters:
Lg=400 �m, La=150 �m, ��28 000 l M−1 cm−1, p=0.1, and g0=5 cm−1.

It should be mentioned that not only the absorption change but also the refractive index
change or other changes in cavity characteristics such as scattering and molecule deposition on the
surface of cavity mirrors can also significantly affect the laser emission properties. Therefore, laser
intracavity measurements can be applied in many cases.

B. Single cell analyses

Optofluidic microcavity can be used for single cell biology studies. For example, they can be
used to measure refractive index of cells, which depends on the content of cytoplasm. Since the
concentration of proteins in cancer cells is more important than normal ones, the effective refrac-
tive index of cancer cells �1.50–1.58� is significantly larger than normal ones �1.35–1.38�. With an
optofluidic microcavity with gold coated optical fibers and a submerged cell holder, the effective
refractive index and size of cells could be determined based on differential method, which mea-
sured the spectral shift in response to the buffer changes and the cell presence/absence.66 Liang et
al. replaced the fiber based cavity by a monolithic chip, which integrated microlens set for light

FIG. 7. �a� Microphotograph of an optofluidic device used for laser intracavity absorption measurements and �b� measured
laser output intensity as a function of absorbent concentrations �full squares�. The results of numerical calculations are also
plotted for single pass �dotted line� and intracavity �dashed line� modeling �Ref. 8�.
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focusing, microfluidic channels for hydrodynamic focusing of cells in to a narrow stream and
patterned electrodes for electrokinetic flow control. A laser diode and a mirror with actuator could
also be inserted for spectral recording and it showed a high accuracy �0.25%� in the determination
of effective refractive index of single living cells.67 Alternatively, cells can be immobilized with a
laser trapping force and the spectral analyses can be performed with an optofluidic microcavity
formed with a pair of fiber Bragg gratings68 or a fiber Mach–Zehnder interferometer69 �Fig. 8�.
More recently, the same group has achieved a high finesse optofluidic microcavity with gold
coated PDMS sidewalls and integrated liquid lenses for real time tuning using three laminar
flows.70 The results showed a detection sensitivity of 960 nm/RIU for a detection range of 0.043
RIU.

Gourley et al. proposed a vertical cavity surface emitting laser, which was integrated into a
microfluidic device.71 When a cell is placed inside the laser cavity, it does not only modulate the
refractive index of the cavity but also perturbs the transverse confinement of the laser beam. Such
a “biocavity laser” could be used for example in analyzing different blood cells. Shao et al.
reported an integration of electrically pumped vertical cavity surface emitting laser for fluidic
cavity biosensors. They also showed a dependence of laser threshold on fluid refractive index.72

Finally, Galas32 and Lei33 attempted a dye laser based cytometry with integrated fiber cavities. The
fabricated devices could effectively be used for high accuracy counting of cell numbers as well as
identification of two types of cells with different sizes. More systematic studies have to be devel-
oped for more precise determination of the cell type, cell phase, and other specifications. When
cells are grown on nanophotonic structures, they should change the optical properties of the
system. Christiansen et al. demonstrated such a cell detection device by using polymer photonic
crystal dye lasers and measuring the induced optofluidic tuning via the evanescent field of the
laser.73

C. Single molecule detection

Based on engineered microcavities, two different approaches can be considered to achieve
single molecule detection. The first one replies on the use of microtoroidal cavities of ultrahigh Q
factors �Fig. 9�. With a tapered optical fiber evanescently coupled to the cavity, the cavity reso-
nance can be determined by measuring the transmission through the fiber. For refractive index
monitoring, the Q factor of the microcavity increases with the increase of refractive index contrast
between the cavity and its surrounding medium. This means that the measurement in water in
general has lower performance than in air. Armani et al. measured transmission spectra by using
silica cavities of different diameters �50–250 �m� in both H2O and D2O, showing a clear de-
pendence of Q factor on both cavity diameter and operation wavelength.74 For molecule detection,
the cavity is surface functionalized and then immersed in a fluid containing the molecule of
interest. Therefore, the interaction or attachment of the targeting molecules on the cavity surface

FIG. 8. �a� Schematic diagram of a buffer-modulated optofluidic device for the operation of fiber-optical trap and inter-
ferometer based measurement and �b� micrograph of a trapped cell in the center of an optofluidic microcavity �Ref. 69�.
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can be monitored by observation of the possible shift in the cavity resonance. For a successful
monitoring, the Q-factor has to be sufficiently large so that a trapped photon can travel inside the
cavity for a long time before escaped. A long time traveling also means a big chance to interact
with molecules attached on the edge of the cavity. For high sensitivity monitoring, the polariz-
ability of attached molecules should have an effect on the optical path length of the system.
Armani et al. recently demonstrated very sensitive detection of interleukin-2 antigen from serum
by using a silica microtoroid of Q factor as high as 108 and new thermal-optic effect.75

Another approach is to use highly confined light spot, which strongly interacts with localized
molecules. By using advanced nanofabrication techniques, functional nanocavities can be obtained
for such purposes. For example, photonic crystals with a designed trapping site could be obtained
in a silicon-on-insulator wafer.76 When a solution of colloidal quantum dots was infiltrated into the
site, the measured photoluminescence spectrum of quantum dots became significantly different
from the noninfiltrated ones, showing the feasibility of highly localized light-matter interaction
�Fig. 10�.

Integration of patterned nanophotonic structures into microfluidic devices offers many new
possibilities in optofluidic studies. Erickson et al. fabricated nanophotonic structures in a silicon-
on-insulator waveguide. Then, it was covered by fluidic channels obtained by soft-lithography.
Transmission spectra could be recorded with different solutions flowed in the channel.77 Accurate
manipulation of electromagnetic waves can now also be done based on surface plasmon design
and structure fabrication. Similar to the observation using dielectric photonic crystals, periodically
patterned tiny holes in a metallic thin film can have a sharp wavelength selection for much
enhanced light transmission.78 Alternatively, patterned lines or circles can be used for ultrahigh
resolution light localization.79 Interaction of surface plasmonic nanostructures into optofluidic
microcavities will certainly lead to new applications in chemistry and biology.

FIG. 9. Schematic of microtoroidal �a� and microspheric �b� cavities with evanescently coupled waveguides made of
tapered fibers. When immersed in a solution containing molecules to be studied, the interaction of the cavity mode and the
molecules bound to the edge of the cavity allows monitoring at a single molecule level �Ref. 2�.

FIG. 10. �a� Schematic of a scanning near-field optical microscope for the characterization of a photonic crystal based
nanocavity �i� and �b� photoluminescence spectrum of quantum dots infiltrated inside �solid line� and outside �gray line� the
structure. The vertical dotted lines are calculated cavity modes �Ref. 76�.
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V. CONCLUSION

Most optical functionalities can be realized using the platform of microfluidics and many of
them can be based on the use of optofluidic microcavities. We have attempted to review some of
the current topics in this field. The starting point was a theoretical introduction of microcavity
optics and microflow physics. In addition to the pressure and electro-osmotic control of microflow
motions, other methods can also be used for the dynamical regulation of microflows as well as
their optical properties. By reviewing different forms of microfluidic dye lasers, more develop-
ments and applications can be expected. In this regard, only few types of dye molecules
�Rhodamine 6R mostly� could be tested with a quite limited spectral range. Dye molecules of
different types commonly used in conventional dye lasers are able to cover a much enlarged
spectral range, which have to be explored using microfluidic devices. Nonlinear optical crystals
can also be integrated in optofluidic cavities, which should be useful for achieving other wave-
lengths in UV or IR regions.

The application field of optofluidic microcavities is broad, and the current focuses are mostly
on the high sensitivity chemical and biosensing. Three examples—�i� absorption determination of
small volume and low concentration solutions, �ii� characterization of single cells and, �iii� detec-
tion of single molecules—were discussed in this review to illustrate the high potential of the
methods. Indeed, optofluidic microcavities can be powerful for diagnosis because of the tunable
resonant interaction. For example, optofluidic cavities can be used for high sensitivity gas detec-
tion in IR wavelength windows. Of particular interests are the implementation of dye laser intra-
cavity absorption spectroscopy and the integration of laser pumping sources and photo-detection
arrays. Finally, optofluidic microcavities can be used as a part of more complex devices or systems
and we conclude this review by expecting more imaginative contributions to this field.
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